
Our Deep Hope for Our Christian Learning Community

The Langley Christian School K-12 Bible curriculum is designed to help
students develop the learner attributes so that they can Know God, Love
Others, and Live Purposefully.

Our deep hope is that our Christian learning community would reflect the
sort of Edenic space where there is relationship, intentional work and
responsibilities, freedom to learn and discover, opportunities for collaboration,
inclusivity, giftings to be expressed, and meaning-filled work to be done. Smith
(2018) reminded that Christian learning communities have important
conversations about the relationship between faith and pedagogy that extend
beyond worldview, content, teaching expressed in questions, techniques, or
formulaic prescriptions. Knight (2006) argued that a Christian learning
community is not simply a “modification of the approach used in non-Christian
schools. It is rather a radical reorientation of that topic within the philosophic
framework of Christianity” (pp. 236-237). The Bible provides the framework in
which we interpret the world and come to know God.

The curricular experience that we provide aims to develop the whole
child: the social-relational, cognitive, emotional, volitional, behavioral, spiritual,
ethical, and ecological in light of our invitation for students to come to know
Christ. Christian education involves both teaching the faith and forming the
faithful (Parrett & Kang, 2009).  It seeks to transmit the unchanging truths of
Christianity across time (teaching the faith), but it is reforming in that it sees itself
as the agent of a righteous God in a world of sin (forming the faithful). Our
community sees Jesus as our great example of what it means to be a teacher
but also a learner. Christianity community has “something better to offer both
individuals and entire societies” (Knight, 2006, p. 237). We direct our hopes
towards our vision of Christian education, which involves important work to do in
God’s ongoing reconciliation in the world.
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